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FOREWo.RD
The Big Creek Lake site (24RA34) is located in a sub-alpine cirque basin
at the outl et of the Big Creek Lakes in the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness
Area of .Montana., The site.was located in 1975 by a cultural resources
survey at'the lake outlet. where reconstruction .work was scheduled on an
existing dam (Keyser and Loscheider 1975). Subsequent Forest Service
efforts resulted in the Big Creek Lake site being determined eligible for
inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.
Increasing recre~tional use of a trail cutting thro~gh th~ site coupled
.. with prdj~cted intense disturbances during dam reconstruction prompted
the Forest Service to initiate mitigation efforts on behalf of the threat-
ened resource. Forest Service efforts on behalf of the site culminated
in 1977 with funding authori zat ion for data recovery through IIMoss-Bennett"
(Public Law 93-291 ,the Archeological and Historic Preservation Act; re-
newed 1978) •. Program development and contract management from that point
have been in the hands of Interagency Archeological Services - Denver (then
National ..Park Service, now Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service).
. i
Data recovery through excavation resulted in !the collection of a substantial
chipped stone assemblage from shallow and severely disturbed deposits of
prehistoric and recent historic cultural debris. The excavation removed
70% of the cultural·deposits from the main site area. Neither floral and
faunal remains nor cultural features were preserved. Further, debris from.
component occupations was neither stratifiEdd nor otherwise spatially lo-
calized. The site characteristics combined to createjm overall research
context focusing primarily upon descriptive, typological, and indLictivistanalyses and interpretations.
This repor-t presents the .resul ts of the first full scale archeological exca-
vation in westcentral Montana. Projectile point typology suggests six ,
prehistoric occupations: Eossible Early Archaic (5000-3000 B.C.),
Middle Archaic (3000-1000 B.C. ), Late Archaic (i000 B.C.-A.D. 200), and
Late Prehistoric (A.D. 200-1700). Typological analyses of the projectile
points also demonstrate Northwestern Plains, Plateau, and Great Basin
technological traits in the Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric tool kits.
Bqth the site deposit and the chipped stone assemblage are given in-depth
descriptive treatment. Results of hydration analysis are reported forobsidian remains.
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INTRODUCTION
Archeological investigation at the Big Creek Lake site (24RA34)~was ~arried
out under Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, Interagency Arch-
aeological Services, purchase order no. A3507(76). The project was struc-
tured to f'o l Iow the Scope of Work in RFP 15050020 and, research objectives
presented in the technical proposal submitted by the Mineral Research
Center in response to the RFP.
Fieldwork was carried out between August 15th and August 25th, 1977 under
the supervision of Lynn B. Fredlund. A total of 70 man-days were spent
on fieldwork operating witha·,seven member crew. The field assistants,
al'j experienced in archeological excavation, were Susan Albert, Dale Fred-
hind, Edward (Bud) Fredlund, Elaine Howard, David Kaestner, and Tim McGinnis.
Michael L. Gregg, Principal Investigator, and Will iam B. Butler, Interagency
Archeological Services - Denver, made an inspection of the field operations
on August 17th and 18th •. Mr. Paul Anderson, historian and then photographer
for the Montana Energy Research and Development Institute, also visited the
site and extensively photographed the excavation work. Raymond Thompson
from the Stevensville Ranger District (USFS)! an authority on historic glass,
visited the site and later identified the recovered historic materials. Bob
Crick, High Country Outfitters, Victor, Montana packed the food suppl ies and
field ,equipment for the project and offered his knowledge of Indian trails
of the area. Coordination with the Stevensville Ranger Dist.rict and Forest
Service Regional Office archeologist Floyd Sharrock was tni t te ted prior to
con~encing fieldwork and was maintained throughout the project.
Laboratory work was conducted at the Mineral Research Center, Butte, Montana
under rtha supervision of Lynn B. Fredlund. ~ab ass tstants were Dale E. Fred-
lund and Susan Albert. Obsidian hydration analYSis was conducted by ·the
Pennsylvania Obsidian Dating Laboratory via Lesl ie B. Davis, Montana State'
University archeologist. Final drafting of the maps and line drawings was
by Randy Engl E',. Patsy White typed the manuscript. Nichael L. Gregg. Joan
Melcher, Howard Billian, and others of theNinera l Research Center's Cul-
tural Resource Division staff assisted in editing the final manuscript.
A sketch of the content and order of the report is as follows. The report
begins with a descriptive sketch of the environmental setting of Big Creek
Lake and the Bitterroot Range of the northern Idaho - t~ontana state 1tne
area. Climatic, floral, and faunal characteristics of the Holocene are sum-
marized from regional pollen and zooarcheological information. Sections on
"
1
the 'prehhtoric and hf stor tc cul tural history and the area's chippable
stone resources provide a framework for presenting the project's 'resource
,management and research goals and a description of the physical characteris-
,tics of ,the Big Creek lake s ite, '
"Chapters on' the techniques of fiel dwork and 1aboratory analyses precede the
,detailed description of cultural materials from the- site. A chapter on ob-,
s,idJan hydraticn test results follows. The report concludes with three
chapters: 1) ¥lsunmary of recovered cultural materials, 2) a statement on
the, cult!Jr~_l 'hi$tar.Y of the site, and 3) a final chapter of conclusions and
specul,~t10I1s~1 ,
; ;
I '
, .
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ENVIRONMENTALSETTING:.
Big Creek originates at the Big Creek Lakes* in the Bitterroot f40untains
and flows east into the Bitterroot Valley, entering the Bitterroot River
near Victor, t10ntana (Figure l). The Big Creek Lake site is located on
the eastern slope of the southern portion of the Bitterroot Range, within
the Selway-Bitterroot \~ilderness area. It lies within the sub-alpine zone
at an elevation of 1780 m (5480 ft).
, !
Geology
The geological structure of the Bitterroot Range around Big Creek Lake
;s complex. The Idaho Batholith, the principal geologic formation of
the Cretaceo'Js period in this region, created the Bitterroot Range. Vast
quantities of granitic quartz monzonitemateria]s thrust up and'into the
overlying. warped and metamorphosed Precambrian sediments. Along the con-
tact zone between the quartz monzonite of the Idaho Batholith; and. the
Precembr tan rock. intensive metamorphic act ion occurred (Figure 2). Big
Creek Lake lies near the contact zone of the bathol t th and the Precambrian
strata. Minor intrusives, usually in the form of dikes, occurred dur inq
the Tertiary period (USDA1976: 9). ~
Sediments in the alpine zone and the upper valley 'floors, such as around
Big 'Creek Lake. were derived principally from Pleistocene glacial activity.
"Three-or more small glaciers scoured the high, rocky walls of the basin"
and .coal escec to flow down Big Creek valley" (Bitterroot National Forest
1977: 7).
Intensive tnternounta tn gl aciation is noted down to an elevation of about
1219 m (4060 ft) by Alden (1953:l02). Study of terr.linal moraines along
the eastern sf opes of the Bitterroot Range indicate the internnuntain glaciers
pushed down to the level of Glacial lake Missoula (Weber 1972:9), the largest
lake that formed in the Pacific Northwest during the Pleistocene.
* The archeological site was originally reported by Keyser .and
Loscheider (1975) as the Big Creek Lake site. However. the
site is at the outlet of the "Big Creek Lakes". For purposes
of s tmpl ic f ty the singular is used in thi s report.
3
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Figure 1. ~'ap Of western 140ntana and northerfl l~aho showing location of the
Dig Creek Lake site and other~lected' archeological sites
in the area•. ,. ;
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Figure 2. Geologic map and structure section. bf the northeast
border of the Idaho Batholith, Bitterroot Range,
Montana (from Chase 1973).
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The Purcell lobe scou~ed its way into a basin that now
holds Pend Oreil1e Lake, and from there nnved south-
westward across Rathdrum Prairie and Spokane Valley to
a point very near the eastern city limits of·Spokane.
As the Purcell lobe moved southward within the Purcell
Trench, glacial ice plugged the Clark Fork Valley like
a giant cork, with the 2.000-foot c1iff at the extreme
northern end of the Bitterroot Range serving as a but-
tress ..From fragmentary evidence it appears that the
Purcell lobe advanc~&and blocked the Clark Fork River
and impounded water at least four times, perhaps as
many as seven times .. The largest lake, however, was
formed about 18,000-20,000 years ago (U.S. Department
of the~Interior/Geological Survey 1974:10,14).
Strand lines from Glacial Lake Missoula are visible along the eastern slopes
of the Bitterroot Range from 993.6 m (3260 f't ) to 1292.3 m (4240 ft). Forma-
tion processes and actions of the lake created the topography of the Clark
Fork Valley west of Missoula. The final draining of the lake was 9000 to
12,000 years ago.
The northern portion of the Bitterroot Range, north of Lolo Pass, manifests
a more subdued topographic character than the southern portion of the range.
The lack of intrusion of the Idaho batholith into the northern portion of
the range resulted in less disturbed Precambrian sediments. The resulting
topographic differences between the northern and southern portions of the
Bitterroot Range have a distinct1mpact on the density and distribution of
prehistoric settlements. In the northern portion, north of Lolo Pass. there
are numerous archeological sites ,along the Montana-Idaho state line; the ,
crest of the Bitterroot Range. This portion of the stateline between Lolo
Pass and Lookout Pass, a distance of approximately 120 kin (75 mi 1es), .js a
long ridge with few breaks. The ridge is generally open wi th sub-alpine
timber patches. Cirque lakes are common to both sides of this wide ridge
with the majority of the archeological sites on the ridge~ particularly in
the saddles. The southern portion of the Bitterroot Range, 30 ~ north and
70 km south of Big Creek Lake, contains no continuous, accessible ridge
line. It is difficult to cross the range except on the few passes. Travel
between lakes, or gene~'al1y north to south, is difficult if not impossible.
The few sites known are near the cirque lakes or on the passes.
Cherts and chalcedonies are not found in the Bitterroot Mountains, but are
conmon in southwestern Montana immediately east and south of the range.
Recent geological mapping of the southern Bitterroots noted no chert out-
crops or other varieties of chippable stone (Stephen Ludington, USGS geo-
logist; personal co.rrmun;cation). The northern portion of the range, however,
contains quartz, argillites, and possibly green "obsidtan".
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y.~.9.etati on
Northwestern Montana and noethern Idaho are noted for dense forests and
dtve~se floral communities. In some respects thes~ areas bear resemblance
.to the coastal forest of the Cascade 'range in Washington and Oregon.
Similarities between the two regions stem from a climatic phenomenon
identified as a warm. moist Pacific air track (Daunenm1re 1943:377). The
moist air current moves as far east as the crest of the Bitterroot Range
and then northerly across the rnounta in ranges nor-th and east of Fl athead .
Lake beforedfssipating.
;
Themoistur'e: carried by the air mass strongly influences the vegetative
.character of much of· northern Idaho and northwestern Montana. .East and
\south of the l1itterroot Range. the effects of the Pacific air on vegetation
.re far less, noticeable •
. "
\
oa1Jb~nmire 0943:328} .divides the Rocky Mountains into four major vegetative
units. In ~ubenmirels scheme \l4t'i!sternMO,ntanafall s within the northern
Rocky Mountain vegetative unit •. A distinct pattern of vegetative .change
correlating \,,1th altitude is found in this unit. Based on different flor~l
climax species, Oaubenmire (1943:377) defines the following sequence of .
forest zones from lOOuntair'l top downward: alpine~ sprwte/fir, Douglas fir,
and pin"e f9rest. :' .. ,
Daubenmire also notes a zone exhibiting Cascade mountain vegetative charac-
teristics and call s it the "hemlock arbOrvitae. II This zone is characterized
by western larch. wh.ite pine. Douglas fir and grand fi.r; reflecting the'
dis.tinctivecl imatic conditions of the moist west s-lope of the Bitterroot
Range in comparison 'with the drier east slope.. . :,. ..
, B1g treek Lake is located in a'·subalptne env1ronment within the upper 1imits
of the spruce}fir zone (Ffgure'3). Vegetative 'canopy species at Big Cr,ee~
Lake. include 'mountain hemlock alpine fir •. Douglas fir, Eriglemann spruce.
whitebark and lodgepole pine .• Understory species include huckleberry, dwarf
huck·'eberry. elderberry, alder brush. several species of willow. bear grass
and laborador tea. .
Plants utilized by the. Flathead Indians that coul d have been important to
. the prehl stori c group~ ·1iving at Big Creek Lake are:' lodgepole pine. larch.
'huckleberr1~s' and willow brush (Stubbs 1966). Several of these species
provided a springtime,food resource. The inner barl< or cambium layer of
• Sc1entific names for .comnonpl ants, and an·i'mals 'In the
Bitterroot Mountains are given in Appendb B.. . '
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lodgepol e pine, larch and ponderosa pine was harvested .for food (McLeod
and Ford 1978:8). Willow brush could be used for construction of sweat
lodges anq baskets. As in any mountainous terrain, the plants available
for human exploitation vary in type and season of fruition according to
altitude and slope exposure. These factors ar.ealways cruc ieI' in inter-
preting seasonal movements of mountain adapted human populations (e.g.,Swanson 1966, O.Fredlund and Lynn Fredlund 1971).
Faunal Resources
A region of rich and dtver-se-f'Iora constitutes an ideal environment for a
variety of fauna. The region currently sustains the same animal species
found in the.area over the last several .thousand years, with the exception
of the grizzly bear, \1I01verine~mountain wolf, and perhaps caribou. Large
ungulate species include mule deer, Rocky Mountain goat, e1k and moose.
Carnivores common to the BitterrQot Mountains and valley include black bear,
mountain lion, lynx, bobcat, and coyote. Small mam~als to be found within
the Big Creek Lakes area are pine marten, mink, shrew, beaver, squirrel and
snowshoe hares (Bitterroot National Forest 1977:8), (see Appendix B).
Game birds include blue, Franklin and ruffed grouse. The golden. eagle,
along with a variety of hawks and owls, make up the raptorial bird species.
Fish apparently are not native to Big Creer. Lake .. "Forest Service records
show that the lake was stocked in 1893 or 1894, but there is no information
on species planted or by whom the sto<tking was done" (Bitterroot National
Forest 1977:8). Beginning in 1934, cutthroat trout, rainbow trout, and
Coho salmon were successfully introduced by state and federal \OJil dlife
organizations (R. Thompson, Stevensv ille Ranger District, personal conmunt-
cation based on USOA'-FS recor-ds}. Anadromou.s fish (salmon and stee lhead}.
are available in the Lochsa and Clearwater drainages in Idaho, but are not
native to the Clark Fork or Bitterroot Rivers in Montana. Anadromous fish
harvests', so important to the "sociological web of. interpersonal and inter-
group relations" (Anastasio 1972:169) of the Plateau Indians, took placein areas west of the Bitterroot Range.
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Cl imate
Warm, moist, air masses from the west coast dominate r~ontana's climate
west of the Continental Divide. This region experiences higher tempera-
tures and more precipitation than lands to the east and the south. How-
ever, seasonal temperatures and precipitation are influenced greatly by
altitude. Consequently, substantial differences in temperature and rain-
fall can occur within a restricted geographi~ area. USFS weather station
records clearly demonstrate this phenomenon:
The seasonal temperature regime withi n the SBW (Selway-Bi tterroot
Wilderness area) shows a close correlation to the elevational
changes along an east-west gradient from the lower Selway River
to the Bitterroot Divide. At elevations about 9,000 feet, January
temperatures average about 100 F... compared with a January mean
of about 280 F. at 2,000 feet on the lower Selway. July air tem- .
peratures show similar difference along an east-west gradient; th8
high Bitterroot peaks have average July temperatures of around 50
F. (close to tpe demarcation between upper timberline and alpine).
while the low elevations on the western border of the SBW have
average July temperatures around 70-710 F. The canyon-l ike topo-
graphy throughout much of the SSW reduces the value of this
.generalized description of temperature. Record maximum July
temperatures (since 1941) at the lower elevations are 1050 F.
(Moose Creek Ranger Station; 1959. 1960) and 1020 F. (Powell
Ranger Station; 1953, 1973). August record highs of 1120 F.
and 1080 F. were set in 1961 at Moose Creek and Powell t respec-
tively. At higher slevations, August maximHms are 98-1010 F.
(5,000 feet); 89-91 F. (7.000 feet): 80-82 F.(9,000 f~et).
July extremes are generally a degree or two cooler. Record
minimum temperatures of 310 F. (July) and 290 F. (August) have
been recorded-at Moose Creek and Powell, respectively~ At 7,000
feet, a July extreme minimum of 240 F. and a late August low of
230 F. are recorded. Extreme minimums in August at 9.000 feet
are near 200 F. (USDA 1976:14).
Because of its location near the crest of the Bitterroot Range. the Big
Creek Lake area usually receives in excess of 70 inches of moisture
annua lly, most of it in the form of snow during the wi nter months.
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HOLOCENE ENVIRONMENT
Archeological investigators working in this reqion are fortunate to have
several paleoenvironmental studies reported in the literature. In addi-
tion to Knoll's (1977) study of Pleistocene glacial and periglacial land-
forms in the Lemhi Range of Idaho, there are two important sources on the,
changing Holocene environment of the local'area. Swanson (1972) presents
information from the Birch Creek valley in Idaho, south of the Bitterroot
Range (Figure 1). Swanson's information derives from zooarcheologica1 and
geological studies of rockshelter depoSits. Mehringer and others (1977)
present the results of a pollen study at a bog near Lost Tra il Pass; the
bog is 70 km south of Big Creek Lake at an elevation of 2152 m (706Q ft)(Figure 1).
The Swanson and Mehringer studies present a picture of the changing Holocene,
climate for the Bitterroot Range and the Big Creek lake site area. The se-
quence is presented below; certain features of the sequence are compared
with corresponding features of other well known regional and continental
climatic sequences [e.g., Reeves (1973), theNorthe~n Plains; Benedict
(1973, 1978), Colorado ; Bryson, Baerreis and 1~endland (1970), North America].
Figure 4 summarizes these various climatic sequences and correlates themwith several, regional, cultural chronologies.
r-
Beginning about 9050 B.C. the glacial ice had receded and air temperatures
warmed. At Lost Trail Pass Bog a sagebrush steppe vegetation followed the
disappearance of the qlac tal ice. From about 8050-5550 B.C. the sagebrush
steppe was replaced by forest dominated by whitebark pine. During this
period the climate was cool and not appreciably different from the present.
Beginning around 5500 B.C. the vegetation around the bog began to change
again. This change involved the appearance of lodgepole pine~ larch, and
Douglas fir, suggesting the climate was "•..warmer but not necessarily
drier than the present" (Mehringer and others 1977:366). This warmer climate
persisted till about 2050 B.C. at the bog and correlates temporally with theAtlantic and Altithermal climatic periods.
The Birch Creek valley information indicates similar chang~s. Swanson (1972:
55-56) proposes that the period from approximately 5200-3850 B.C. was charac-
terized by a series of hot and dry periods alternating with more moderate
periods. Swanson's proposition is based on inference from zooarcheo loq+cat
information. The rockshelter inhabitants of this period relied increasi.ngly
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upon Bighorn sheep and decreasingly upon bison for food. Swanson's assump-
tion is that decreasing reliance on bison indicates dessication and deter-tore-
tion of the bison-sustaining grasslands due to extreme heat and drought.
In a recent study using a large number of radiocarbon dates from archeological
sites throughout the western United States, Benedict (1978) characterizes
the Altithermal as two short drought periods with a return to more moderate
climate in between. Benedict also nates the high mountains of Colorado be-
came more attractive to human groups during the drought periods.
At times during the Altithermal the Big Creek Lake area may have become a'
more favorable location because of greater resource availability than the
intermountain valleys. Further, the warm periods WOUld have allowed longer
residence in.the higher elevat ions in autumn. .
At the close of the Altithermal the climate became cooler and more moist.
Whitebark pine began its return'to dominance at Lost Trail Pass Bog about
2050 B.C. Swanson (1972) notes that by 1000 B.C. bison remains again pre-
dominate in the cultural deposits of therockshelters of the Birch Creek
valley. This.suggests the grasslands became reestablished and the bison
returned. Indications are the beginnings of significant human population
increase which correlates with the appearance of the essentially modern
climate after 2050 B.C.
Although the past 4000 years have witnessed a variety of minor climatic
f1uctuationsoften accompanied by glacial advance (e.g., BenediCt 1973;
Knoll 1977), the dominance of whitebark pine at the Lost Trail Pass Bog
has continued to the present. This suggests that none of the climatic
changes were of sufficient magnitude to alter the basic plant communities
around Lost Trail Pass Bog. In cirque basins, such as Big Creek Lake,
the persistance andreoccurrances of gl~ciers is not known.
While glacial ice came off the Lost Trail Bog area by 9050 B.C., the date
when Big Creek Lake was cleared of ice is not known. It is 1ikely that ice
persisted until 6000 B.C. ,then retreated, disappearing during the Altit-
hermal. If the later advances of the alpine glaciers at Big Creek Lake
can be correlated with those in the Colorado Front Range, then advances
would have occurred 3000-1000 B.C., A.D. 100-900, and A.D. 1.600-1800. How
extensive these advances were at Big Creek Lake and how they would have
effected summer occupation at the Big Creek Lake site is not known.
i'!"~-/,,/!",
.. ~.'! j'
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PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Chronological sequences for western Montana/northern Idaho generally derive
from one of four' primary sources: .
1) Malouf's (1956) division of western ~1ontana prehistory
into Early Hunter, forager, and Late Hunter periods;
2) Mulloy!s {1958} outline for the Northwestern Plains
bas-ed on worK in norzner« \~ycming and southern Montana;
3) Leonhardy and Pice:s {197G) summary of the prehistory
of the Snake River/western Plateau region; and,
4) Swanson's (1972) chronology of occupations in south-
eastern and ~entra1 Idaho.
This report uses t·1ulloy'sNorthwestern Plains chronology, as modified by
more recent studies (e.g., Frison 1978), as the basis for discussing the
cultural history of the site and the area. The chronology has five major
divi sions:
Early Prehistoric or
Paleoindian period
Middle Period or Plains Archaic
Late Plains Archaic
10,000-5500 B. C.
5500 B.C. -A.D. 200
5500-3000 B.C.
3000-1000 B.C.
1000 B.C. -A.D. 200
A.D. 200-1700
A.D. 1700-1800
Early Plains Archaic
Middle Plains Archaic
Late Prehistoric period
Protohistoric period
.Historic period A.D. 1800-present
The word "areall is used in this report to designate a geographic unit sur..
rounding Big Creek Lake. It extends to an approximately 150 km radius from
the Big Creek Lake site and includes .the Bitterroot Range and adjacent
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drainages. Culturally the "area" is a distance which could have been easily
covered and its resources util tzed by the popul at tonaat Big Creek Lake.
IIRegionll is used to identify a geographic and possibly culturally associated
. unit: the Intermountain zone of eastern Idaho. western Montana, western
WYoming.southeastern British Columbia and southwestern Alberta. Culturally
the"region" implies that Big Creek Lake groups would move within and be·
influenced by other groups within this geographic unit .
.Area Stud; es .
.. .
Within the area a number of archeological. inventories have been conducted
in the Clark Fork and Bitterroot Valleys of western Montana. The earl iest
reported inventory (Gri'swoldnnd Larom 1,954) located nine sites in the
Hell Gate Canyon of the Clark Fork River just east of Missoula, Montana.
The If thtc material types and quantities noted at the sites are: chert
(76%}. basalt {18%),and the remai~ing6% quartzite, "flint", chalcedony,
obsidian, and argillite (based on Griswold and Larom 1954: Table II). The
projectile points recovered are a variety of sterrmed and corner notched
types that can be placed within the Pl atns Archaic and Late Prehistoric
pertods ,
." I
More recent information was added to the culture history of the area in a
survey report by Ryan (1977) focusing on the middle Clark Fork river valley.
Some of the pertinent regional backqround information is excerpted here
from theRya~ report. Early period background information is brief. Only
one 'Early pertod site has been excavated" in Montana west of the Continental
Divide: the Avon site, about 48 Ian (30 mil west of Helena in a tributary of
the Clark Fork river. An Agate Basin point was fouJ'ld as an isolated arti-
fact in the Blackfoot River va11ey east of MissQula. For the Middle period
(Mi.dG11 e Pl a tns Archa tc}, Ryan reports that Oxbow. McKean complex, and Pel i-
can Lake materials are conmon in the Clark Fork valley. (Refer to Figure
4 for phase name and point type chronology.) For the Late Preht stor+c Ryan
(1977:173) notes: l} corner.notched pOints continued in use, and 2) pestles,
a Plateeu trstt , became comnon in the area. "
The Bitterroot Range north of Lola Pass and bordering Ryan's study area
crests to form a hiqh diVide that is also the Montana/Idaho border. This
divide is not as rugged or inaccessiQle as the southern portion of the
range near Big Creek Lake. It .i s relatively easy to traverse from Lolo
Pass westerly for approximately 100 miles , Fredlund and LaCombe (197l)
15
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recorded 30 sites along a short portion of this divide. LaCombe (personal
connuntcat ton 1978) has since found many more sites on the hi.9h ridges
extending out from the main divide. Approxtna'te ly 33% of the'sites con-
tained McKean complex materials and at least seven of these contained larger
corner notched points (Middle Archaic and Late Archaic). The remaining
sites contained sinall corner or side notched arrow points .. Frequently
these sites were found to be associated with simple game procurement sites,
Or large game 'drive complexes. The former consist. of lithic scatters 10-
'.c·t~ted in saddles which appear to be the result of kills associated with'
the driVing of the animals through an ambush in the saddle. This hunting
stra tegy has' been descri bed by Turney-Hi gh {1937: 5) for the Sal ish.
.More comple~:game procurement systems are associated with pits, rock piles,
"and the useof talus slopes and other natural topographic features to
channel the movements of th~ animals. These more elaborate game drive com-
plexes are often associated with l~cKean complex materials (Fredlund and
LaCombe 1971·:5). .
One game drive complex, the Dalton site, has been examined and reported in
detail by Hogan (1974). This site consists of two areas of lithic sca'tter
and a series of pits dug into a talus slope. The drive appears to have
been used intermittently from the Middle Archaic into the Late Prehistoric.
In the Bitterroot Valley, below and east of Big Creek Lake, Ward (1973) re-
ports a survey in which.19 sites were located and recorded; six are rock
art (pictograph) sites. Chipped stone types found at the, 1ithic scatter
sites in the val leyare basalt, ignimbrite, and red and yellow cherts. Two
of the sites yte lded Middle or Late Archaic mateY'ials; the remainder con-
tained ground stone tools and small corner notched points characteristic
of the Late Prehistoric period. The presence of ground stone celts, pestles,
and copper are considered COl urribiaPlateau culture traits. Ward (1973: 117)
notes the appearance of these traits beginning around A.D. 1300 .
.For the Lolo National Forest (lands in the northern portion of the Bitter-
root Range in Montana and northeast of the Clark Fork River) McLeod and
ford (1978) report 37 sites. These prehistoric sites are of the following
types: occupation, quarry, lithic, trails, shrines/stone piles, game drives/
traps, pictograph/petroglyph, scarred trees and vision quests. All of them
can be placed in the Middle and Late Archaic, and the Late Prehistoric.periods. '
In the Bitterroot Mountains near Big Creek Lake several prehistoric sites
are located near or adjacent to sub-alpine cirque lakes or shallow glaciated.lakes (Ray Thomp~on, Stevensville Ranger District: personal communication).
Sites have also been reported on several passes by backpackers (t1. Arkava,
Stevensvill~: personal communication).
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IWest of the Bitterroot Divide in Idaho is the culturally stratified Weitas
Creek site on the North Fork of the Clearwater River (Keeler 1973). The
lowest level of the site, Occupation I, contained materials attributed to
Windust phase occupations (8000-6000 BoC.). Occupation II was .classlf ted
as an Early Cascade phase (600Q-4DOO B.C.) hunting camp. Occu~ation III
correlated with the Late Cascade phase and Altithermal climatic period
(4000-l500 B.C.). Occupation IV at Weitas Creek was a mixture of sma1,1,
stemmed and corner notched projecti 1e points "similar to those found in
other regions of the southeastern Plateau" (Keeler 1973:79).
Occupation III represents the most intensively occupied level at Weitas
Creek. Keeler (1973:79) feels intensive occupation might be the result of
deteriorating conditions at lower elevations during toe A1tithermal maxi-
mum; further evidence for gr~ater use of upland resources duriog this period.
Raw rnateria1 'types present ina 11 four components at Ue itas Dres k appea r to
be from sources outside the southwestern Montana chert area.. (See dlscussion
of this chert area in th~ LABORATORY ANALYSIS chapter.)
Several prehistoric sites in the Lochsa-Selway-Clearwater drainages were
tested by University of Idaho personnel under contract with the Forest
Service. At the confluence of Boulder Creek and the lochsa River four sites
were recorded and tested by Knudson and Sappington (1 977b) • Diagnostic
materials recovered from these sites were attributed to the Late Harder
phase (A.D. 1300-1700). The primary material'utilized for tools was vit-
rophyre or green "obsidian".
At the O'Hara Bar site, a Late Harder phase fishing camp on the Selway
River, argillite was the predominant rock type used (Knudson and others
1977). The investigators suggest that occupants of the site were acquiring
the argillite from the north and had little contact with the populations
living on the lower Cl earwater River and in the Columbia Basin.
Another Late Harder phase site. Kelley Creek, contained ignimbrite, obsidian,
basalt, chert, and chalcedony (Knudson and Sappington 1977a). Bond (a geo-
logist) suggested to Knudson and Sappington (1977a:17) that "the basalt,
chert, and chalcedony are more likely local, coming from the inter-basalt
glassy layers of the Cl earwa ter embayment. II
The prehistory of the Bitterroot Mountain area, as it is presently known,
indicates that prior to 5000 years ago there were ties sty1istically and
in 1ithic material types to the Columbia Plateau as exemplified by the
l.JeitasCreek material. The Archaic or Middle period sites, represented by
~1cKean compl ex and large corner notched (Pellean Lake) points, appear to
be abundant and often derive from relatively larger pccupation sites on the
Montana side of the divide. During the Late Prehistoric, small corner and
side notched arrow points are represented at a var+e ty of sites associated
with with fishing camps in Idaho and with sites containing ground stone
pestles and other Columbia Plateau traits in Montana's intermountain valleys.
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The Pelican Lake Phase in the Intermountain Region
The Late Plains Archaic (1000 B.C. -A.D. 200) is characterized on the
Northern P"lains and Intermountain region by sites displaying medium
sized corner notched projectile points known as Pelican Lake points.
TheRFP scope-of-work for the Big Creek Lake project noted that Pelican
Lake projectile points had been recovered at the site and it was expected
that the site should yield information on Pelican Lake in the Intermountain
region of Idaho and Montana.
In the major study on Pelican Lake, Reeves (1970:68) outlines "...8 regional
subphases which correspond in varying degrees to distinctive environmental
areas of the Northern Pla ins." Reeves r use of the term "subphase" does not
imply intra-phase temporal relationships. He uses that term to identify
distinctive Pel ican Lake manifestations occuring within definable geo-
graphic subregions of the Northwestern Plains region. Using other terms,'
Pelican Lake is hypothetically a cultural complex comprised of eight spatial
aggregates. Reeves' (1970) eight subphases of Pel ican Lake are hypothetical
constructs based on a review of the available 1iterature and co11ections.
The Blue Slate Canyon subphase of Pelican Lake is described in some detail
since the Big Creek Lake site is geographically within the range of this
subphaseas hypothesi zed by Reeves (1970). Although it appears that the
description is well-documented and data for Reeves' hypothesis complete,
this is not necessarily so. To the author's knowledge the Blue Slate
Canyon Kill site (the type site for thesubphase) has not been published
as of December 1979. No other descriptive primary sources are availablepresently.' .
The regional subphase of the Pelican lake Phase in the
Rocky Mountains of northern Montana and southern Alberta
is designated Blue Slate Canyon after the Blue Slate
Canyon Kill-Campsite in Waterton Lakes National Park,
Alberta (Reeves 1970:72).
Reeves notes Blue Slate Canyon materials in the Flathead valley of Montana.
but not in the reported Birch Creek materials. He suggests that the western'
boundary for Blue Slate Canyon subphase distribution;s northeast of the
Birch Creek area. The B.igCreek Lake site excavations would yieldinforma-
tion on this western distribution of Pelican Lake. '
The other subphases of Pel iean Lake are hypothesized to be geographically
east of ,the cer.trll Montana Intermountain area (Reeves 1970:68-72). Spring
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Creek subphase and the Upper Miles subphase are southeast, Keaster sub-
phase is east in the Upper Missouri Basin, and Mortlach subphase is north-
east in the Canadian Plains. The remaining subphases Badger, Glendo and
Larter are not adjacent to the Blue Slate Canyon subphase geogtaphical1y.
Although the dates 1000 B.C.-A.D. 200 can be used for Pelican Lake ingeneral,
..•complete phase transition from Hanna to Pelican Lake
occurred during the period from 1300 to 750 B.C. with
the Pelican Lake Phase emerging by at least 1000 B.C.,
when Pelican Lake points become more frequent than Hanna.
The termination of the phase occurs earliest in the Middle
Missouri area and at progressively later intervals west-
ward of that area. In ,general, the P~l+can Lake Phase
terminates in the f ir-stfew centuries A.D. throughout
a good portion of the Northern Plains. In certain areas,
particularly mountains~ it persists until A.D. 500-600
(Reeves 1970:74).
The major point type which integrates all subp'hases or aggregates is Pelican
Lake Corner Notched. It is not, however, the only point "type" found in
Pelican Lake activity debris. A few Hanna points are present early in Blue
Slate Canyon; some "obtuse shouldered", corner-to-side notched forms are
also to be expected (Reeves 1970:75~76).
Reeves (1970:39,40, 75) classifies Pelican Lake projectile points as
atlatl dart points based on the thick neck widths of the points. Pelican
lake points are characteristically corner notched; however, a great range
of variation is l~id over the trait of corner notching.
Intensity of occupation appears to.be another character; stic of Peliean
Lake and undoubt edly reflects a population increase on the Northern Plains,
as well as an increase in the maximum size of at least some local groups •.
Survey information from \~aterton lakes Nat~onal Park in southern Alberta
shows Pelican Lake occupations were substent ially more intensive than for
any other time per tod , including the mor-e recent Besant and Avonlea (Reeves
1970:71, 1978). Extensive and deep "mtne" workings characterize Pelican
-, Lake chert quarrying at the Schmitt site near Three Forks of the fv1.issouri
in southwestern Montana (Davis 1978). Sites of Pelican Lake age predominate
the lists of dated sites from surveys of extensive areas in the Pine Breaks
subregion of southeastern Montana (Fredlund 1979).
The most detailed infonnation on the Pelican Lake artifact system is again,presented by Reeves; he (1970:77-80) identifies the following stone tools
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as characteristic of Blue Slate Ca~yon subphase. Hafted bifaces other
than points occur infrequently; they may be stenmed , corner notched, or
corner tanged. Bifaces without haft elements are characteristically
symmetric or asynmetri c ovates with convex IPrstraight bases,' Drill
forms are flake butt, T-butt, and oval butt. Perforator forms are ir- ","
regular flake butt, ovate, triangular, and notched. Graver forms are
tit and notched. Dorsally retouched and dorsally u~retouched end scrapers
appear in approximately equal quantities, Spokeshaves, scraper-planes,
pieces esquilles (bipolar cores or wedges), chipped celts, pointed uni-
facial flakes, and heavy flake tools are also present. Bifacial chopper~,
grinding slabs and handstones are "vtr-tua lly absent. II
Ro~k type sources utilized by Blue Slate Canyon subphase populations sug-
ges:toverall' group movement and areas frequented. Again from Reeves
(1970:82) :
In the Waterton Park area of the Blue Slate Canyon sub-
phase, some 50 per cent of all tools are manufactured
from Avon chert from the central Montana Rockies.
Cherts from the Nor-thern Canadian Rockies are extremely in-
frequent. Kootenay argill ite, quarried near the Kootenay
Lakes~ is.absent. Obsidian is rare.
The Pelican Lake phase as described by Reeves (1970) is a Northern Plains
Intennountain region phenomenon characterized by corner notched projectile
points, and sites which yield dates oflOOO B.C. to A.D. 200, possibly
A.D. 300-500 in the western subphases. The BjgCreek Lake site was ex-
pected to yield data on the Intenm~untain Blue Slate Canyon subphase.
Protohistoric and.EthnohistoriG Area Studies
Ethnological studies indicate a number of tribes occupied this area of
western Montana historically and utilized the mountains. The Flathead
and Pend d'Oreille originally lived east of the mountains, occasionally
crossing west of the Continental Divide into the Bitterroot and Flint
Creek valleys, Historically the Bitterroot valley was Flathead country
(Malouf 1968:10), but according to Teit and Boas (1973:303) they never
crossed the Bitterroot divide •. Turney-High (1937) discusses Flathead
hunting practices, which included high country summer excursions into
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t~e Bitterroot!. Teit and Boas (1973:307) place the Flathead in the
Bitterroot Valley while a n~w extinct group,' the Semete1use, occupied
the northern portion of the B;tt~rroot Valley. Hogan (1974) conducted
. a'deu11 ed examination of the ethnohlstoric 1iterature relating to the
northern portion of the Bitterroot Range and documented use or this
. 'area !by the Pend d'Oreille,Coeur d 'A1ene~ and the. Tukudi ka Shoshone.
Tile loca' groups' ware cultually linked with t,he southern Plateau area .
through interm~rriage and task group endeavors (Anastasio 1972) •.
Certai n prehl s.toric andp'~tohistori c travel and trade routes of the
are. ar~ dtscussed by Griswold (1970:23):
, T"re8 m~J~rtrails led eastward through the Coeur d'Alene
a~dB1ttr.rroot Mountains. The trail farthest north. some-
tim~s known as the Pen~d'Oreil1e Trail. fOllowed the Clark
Fbrk upstream to the Flathead country.' The [second] trail
••• crossed the Bitterroot Moutains near the headwaters of
the St. Joe River. The'southern route. the Lolo Trail of
Lewis i)no Clark fame•. was used regularly by the Nez Perce;
-. it crossed Over the mountains from. the North Fork of the
'cleilrwater River.
, .
loloPass is approximately 30 km northeast of Big Creek Lake (Figure 1).'
The Lolo trail runs a long ,a ridge between the Lochsa and the North Fork
of "the Clearwater, then over Lola Pass and down the east side of Lolo
Cre.k tow...·d ·what is nowMissoula, )Montana.
From LQloPa~s south the Bitterroots are steep. rocky and difficult of
access. The first passes south of Lola Pass are just above the Big Creek
La'k.. These pa$ses~Packbox' and Stormy, lead off from the southwest and
north .• nds of the l4ke respectively (Figure 5). Several other minor
passes cross 'the Bitterroot divide south of Packbox Pass, but the first
l1.jo'r pass further. south is Lo'st Trail pass. Although Stormy. Packbox,
and Lost Trail passes are not specifically mentioned in the etnnohtstontc.
literature.' it is 'presumed that Lost Trail was utilized by the Shoshone
1n traveling back and forth. between the Snake River Plain of Idaho and
the Bfp Hole and Bitterroot Valleys of MO'ltana.
Local informants r'epo\~t an Indian trail paralleled Big Creek and this un-
,doubted.ly connected with the trails over Stonny and Packbox passes. It
151 ikely tha~ Stormy and Packbox passes and the Big Creek trail, used by
early trapper, and traders in,the area, were establishe.d by native peoples
\ during the prehistoric period.
..
Figure 5. Iopoo-aohtc map of Big CreekLake and environs showing site
areas At Band C at outlet; composite of several U.S.G.S. 7.51
.'; quads: north up; 1 cm :' approximately 250 m.
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The first white men in the area, other than Lewis and Clark in 1805, were
ass~ciated with the fur trade. Mcleod and Ford (1978:6) note:
Doth trappers and traders worked and traveled along the
Clark Fork and Bitterroot Rivers. National ownership of:
Iwestern Montana was 'undetermined at this time. It was
claimed by both the 'United States .and Britain. Both
nationalities competed in this area throughout the fur '
trade period. Jedidiah Smith, an American~ passed through
the Bitt$rroot Valley in 1823, 1825, and 1829. Likewise.
, British traders from the Hudson's Bay Companywere also
in the,~rea. Peter Skene Ogden in 1824 and John Work in
tne l8la's. '
The first m1~sioh. St. Marrs. was established by Father DeSmet. In 1850
\the miuionwaS,sold and became Fort Owen, the first trading post in,the
"Bitterroot Va:11ey {Montana Fish and GameCommission 1975:l07}. This his-
~or1c site is just outside Of Stevensville (Figure 1). In the,mid nine-
tee"th century the fur trade ended and the Bitterroot Valley's economy of
farming, ranch·;ng. and logging was es tab'l ished. Numerous "mountain menu,
.ret ired 1n the va1) ey (McLeod and Ford 1978: 6) I
Summary
In sununary. many area sites indicate o~cuP'!fion for the past 5000 years.
Lithic mater1ia1 type occurrences on the prehistoric sites may suggest
differing group orientations focusing both east and west of the Bitter-
. root dlvid'e (See LABORATORYANALYSIS:Rock Types and Precurement Si tes
pp. 87-.41) .Group movement across the divide is documented for the Proto-
historic and IUstor;c periods a;nd is strongly suggested for the Late ,
Prehistoric.· It is l1key that prehistori'c groups moved throughout the
Intermountain reg10nin seasonally scheduled patterns to exploit the
resources of the alpine country and intermountain valleys.
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RESEARCH; OBJECTIVES
r
I
!
I Ii' I IIThis section describes the research design as proposed for the mitiga-
tion of the Big Creek Lake site. It was based on the description of
the site and the description of the proposed impact in RFP 15950020.
The primary goal was mitigation by controlled datq recovery.
The RFP suggested that the site: was d "repeatedly utilized seasonal hunting
camp"; was occupied 1500-3000 years ago; contained corner notched points of
Pelican Lake affiliation; and was lIanomalous to our present understanding
of the Pelican Lake complex" because of its high altitude location.
Previously cited research (see PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND) clearly
indicates evidence of high altitude sites affiliated with.the.Pelican Lake
phase, and effectively destroys this "anomaly."
These suggestions, redefined, provide the hypotbeses for research at thesite. .
1-
2.
The Big Creek Lake site is a hunting camp.
3.
, '~I
The Big Creek Lake site was repeateqly utilized by
Pelican Lake populations 1500-3000 years ago.
Th? Big.Creek Lak~ Pelican Lake phase occupation is
within the Blue S1ate Canyon subpha/se and wi 11 con-
tain tool types and material types as described by
Reeves (1970). I .
I
Pel jean Lake populationsl seasonally moved into the
mountains in small groups in the 'sunmer and spent
the winters in the river valleys.
The following objectives were designed to address the hypotheses:
4.
1. r~ediurnsized corner notched points are corrvnonin the
region. These are generally classifieq as being from
the Late Archaic period or Pelican Lake. They are
found in high and low altitude locations. Documentaion
of the tool' types and rock types associated with the
Blue Slate Canyonsubphase by material from Big Creek
would support Reeves' hypothetical Intermountain sub-
phase. This information would address hypotheses 2-4.
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2. Lithic material types for the area would be identified
by source location and general description. The presence/
absence of rock types at the Big Creek Lake site would
yield information on population movements and/or inter-
group communication. This data is relevant to hypothes~s
3 and 4. '
3. Analysis of the artifacts collected in terms of their
functions (primary and secondary), morphology, spatial
distribution and material type would address 'hypotheses
1, 2, and 3.
4. Paleoenvironmental and biological samples were to be col-
lected and analyzed. However, the nature and the extent
.of disturbance of the.depost ts at the site.posed problems.
In addition, faunal material was not preserved because
of the acidic soil. Fine mesh water screening yielded
no microflora. This data would address hypotheses 1 and~.
Data recovery and analysis designed to sat.isfy the research objectives
set forth in this section are discussed in detail in following chapters
of the report. Among others, they include excavation methodology, the
identification of rock types utilized at the site, use wear analysis of
recovered tools, analysis of lithic debf taqe and analysis of intra-site
associations of artifacts. Review and definition of Pelican Lake phase
literature is covered earlier in the ,report. TheConclusions section
discuss fully all the research objectivity and their implications.
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE BIG CREEK LAKE SITE
The Big Creek Lake site is located at the outlet on the northern end of
Big Creek Lake (Figure 5). This body of water was two distinct lakes
prior toconstru.ction of a dam at the outlet. The original dam was con-
structed around 1900 for retention and storage of water for purposes of
irrigation in the Bitterroot valley below. By 1942 the original dam tim-
bers showed extensive deterioration and repairs were made. Extensive
repairs were made agaln in 1956 (Stevensville Ranger District n.d.:i).
Over the years drift logs would pile up at the lake outlet and impair
proper dam,functioning. The logs would be skidded onto the archeological
site Qrea (Area A); about'every three years the logs were doused with a
combustible material and burned. Figure 6 shews the site area with drift
logs piling up. The skidding and burning of the draft logs on the site
had deleterious effects on the condition of some of the cultural objects,
most notably the chert artifacts. These prehistoric materials from the
site show a variety of thermal alteration effects resulting from the on-
site burns; heat crazing, thermal fracture and weakening, potlid scaring,
changes color and possibly obsidian hydration rates. The effects of the
on-site burning were especially intense due to shallowness of cultural
depos its (Figure 7); most cultural materials were -recovered from the zone
0-10 em below surface.
Several other adverse impacts to the site deposits are deserving of mention.
Soil and rock were removed from the site area for the construction ofa walk-
way near the flume:,' The site is underwaterTrom the time of snow melt until
July. Figure 8 shows the main site area '(Area A) underwater on July 4, 1977.
Wave action and water currents combine to effect the intra-site association
of materials. Finally, natural effects such as frost heave undoubtedly
displaced artifacts by moving them toward the surface (Johnson and Hansen
1974). The combination of the above effects seriously damaged .the inte-:
grity of the shallow cultural deposits.
Site deposits are contained in shallow, a11uvial and colluvial soils resting
on glacially scored, quartz monzonite bedrock. The site is comprised of
three distinct sub-areas (Areas A, Band C; Figure 5). Each sub-area dis-
plays somewhat different natural and cultural characteristics. The area of
proposed construction' impact was Area A, the main site area in terms of
volume of cultural debris. The remainder of this chapter presents more in-
formation on each of the sub-areas.
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Figure 6;. Big Creek Lake site as seen from the top of the dam,August 1977. Area A is on the right, Area C on the left.
Figure 7r Area A at the Big Creek Lake site showing theshallow soils on the quartz monzonite bedrock.
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Area A
The Area A cultural deposits lie on a relatively level bedrock 'shel f , bed-
rock is exposed over most of the shelf (Figure 9) .. In other places, sandy,
water washed alluvial and colluvial soils and rock fr~gments have accumu-
lated' to depths varying from 1-30 em. This primary site area was disturbed
to an extent greater than had been ant ieipated from statements in the RFP
scope-o~-Work ahd .the' survey report and site form {Keyser and Loscheider
1975}. 01sturbance of these shallow soil s had occurred through the years,
from camping as well as Jhe factors,outl tned above ..;
I :
Area B (Figures 10 and 11) is located on a ,higher, level bench overlooking
thelaJce at an elevation of approximately 1840!1l (5860'ft) above sea level.
Area B is about 15 m above the level of the lake 65 m northwest of AreaA.
Relative to Ar~a A, a small number of artifacts were observed and reported.
for .Area B by Keyser and Losche tder (1975) and by Ray Thompson of the forest
.Serv1ce's Stevensville Ranger District. Area B was designated by the Forest
..' Service for tbe archeological fiel d ,I camp; the dam construct ion crew would
,'use the same location the following month for its field camp.
Area, B was one of the:1'few level areas at' the north end of the lake that
had not belen closed to camping by the Forest Service for the summer of 1977.
. Because of theimpen9ing impact from camping on this high and fragil e bench,
te~t1ng was planned for Area B. Most of the bench consists of exposed
'. quartz IOOnzonite bedrock with soils generally rocky and no more than 5-10 em
thick. Previous camping activity at this 1oeation had little impact on,
thecu1tural deposits. only a few. shallow modern hearths were observed.
Area C
The th+rd site' area. Area C (Figure 6). is a heavily forested locat ton on
sloping, quar~z monzonite ledge rock on the south side of the Big Creek
Lake outlet cha'nnel (across the outlet from Area A). Forest cover here is
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Figure\S\ Photograph of Area A underwa te rjuluby 4,1977.
Figure) 9';. Area A during excavation in August 1977.
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Fi0ure 10. Area B prior to excavation looking east.
Figute 11. View~ofBig Creek 'take l ook.i nq wes.tfrom Area B.
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dominated by Douglas fir with a huckleberry brush understory.: There was
no disturbance indicated-at this location other than that caused by very.
occasional modern camping .. Two shovel tests were placed in the forested
portions of the site. A 1 m2 test was excavated in the only clear por-
tion of the area. No cultural material was encountered in the tests.
Recorded pH values for Area A andB soils range fro~ 4.4 - 4.6, an ex-
tremely acid soil condition. Thehigly acid soils, to~ether with the
submergence of the depos its and numerous, annual freeze/thaw cycl es re-
sulted in the total latko.I preserved bone. Tests of pH were not con-
ducted on Area C soils ~ecause no cultural materials were recovered and
no further work was planned.
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TECHnIQUES OF FIELDWORK
The scope-of-work directed the excavations to concentrate primarily on
Area A; secondary testing and excavation was to be conducted in Areas
Band C if significant subsurface deposits were located. Metric grids
(Figure 12) were superimposed over both Areas A and .B for horizontal
control; excavation units were 1 x 1 m in size. Excavation was entirely
by trowel until it was determined that the culture bearing deposits were
not only severely disturbed. but also were largely confined to the top
10 cm of soil. The disturbance was noted in the extensive mixing of
burned wood within the'~oils and the absence of any prehistoric cultural
features such as firehearths~ No natural or cultural stratigraphy was
noted in the:soil profiles in the first 10 cm of soil where the bulk of
cultural materials was contained. After the disturbance of the deposits
was documented, skim shovel ing was employed. Arbitrary 10 cm level s were
the foundation for vertical control.
All grid units and test units were excavat~d to bedrock. In the main por-
tion of the site (Area A) bedrock was rarely more than 20 cm below surface.
All vertical profiles were examined for evidence of cultural and natural
stratigraphy. Particular emphasis was placed on areas where rock crevices
allowed deeper (60 cm maximum) soil accumua lt ton. These areas were exca-
vatedwith trowels for better control and because the crevices were often
narrow.
All tools were recorded in situ upon field identification. Workers exca-
vated each unit {1 x 1 x-. ffii}in quarters and noted subjectively if
greater amounts of lithic debitage came from a specific quadrant of the
square. All soils were screened through quarter-inch mesh hardware cloth.
A liter sample of soil from each excavation unit was water screened through
1.18 mm square mesh window screen.
The area A cultural deposit is estimated to cover a 150 m2 area with a
volume of 30 m3• An area of 101 mZ with a volume of 21 m3 was excavated.
In addition to the.main excavation units, extensive shovel testing was
conducted near the walkway. A walkway for the Forest Service trail had
been built up around the flume northwest of the excavation area (Figure 12).
Eight shovel tests and a meter square test unit were placed in this area
and taken to bedrock. No cultural materials were found. The extent of
the Area A deposits were primarily limited to a 9-10 m wide str:ip alongthe north edge of the outlet channel. Bedrock l'm'te~ excavatlon.to tne
north south and east. Immense drift loss, coupled w1th lake actlon on. . .the beach. prevented excavation to the west.
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Figure 13 illustrates a typical Area A cross section profile. The soil 'on
Area. A is mostly very fine gra ined s11 t from: lacustrine deposition. Some i '
disturbance was found in all but soil level 'III. Level III contained no .'"
cultural materials.
AreaS was not to be dire<;t1y impacted by the proposed construction. It
holds a maximumof 150 m2 of cultural deposits; the"artifact density is
very "lowcompared with AreaA. Ten units (1 x 1 m) were excavated to bed-
rock using trowels. One s~nvel test in the tag alder thicket produced
several waste flakes. In general, shovel s could not be used here because
of the numerous large, buried granite rocks within the subsurface soils. '
As with Area A, cultural materials were generally found on1y within the
top 10 cm and in locatipns on the bench which contained soil (Figure 12).
Testing was $topped on Area B because the limits imposed by time and
budget, combined with the considerably greater density of cultural materials
and the proposed impact, dictated that most efforts be concentrated in AreaA.
""Area C was tested because a single prehistoric artifact had been reported
for that location. A 1 x 1 m test unit and two shovel tests were taken
to bedrock (see Figure 14). All soils were screened but no cultural
materials were noted. No further work was conducted on Area C.
Coring with a"] in. bore was proposed and the appl i cation attempted in'
Area B. The 'coring was designed to yield information on the locations of
~ features or areas of heavy organic "enrichment, The appl icationof the
coring technique was unsuccessful dtie primarily to large quantities of
granite rock chunks in the soil. "
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LABORATORY ANALYSES:
• _".: ""~ •• , •• 1'"","1.0 ......METHODS. TECHNIQUES, AND TERA!NOLOG'Y·:<:·· "',
The particular topics addressed during laboratory work were: 1) descrip-
tion and quantification of raw material types, 2) use wear analysis of
stone tools, 3) descriptive classification of artifacts, and 4) intrasite
relationships between artifacts. Obsidian samples were selected for ob-
sidian hydration dating. Soil sample pH analyses were run.
Chippah'le Stone Materials,
Al~chipped stone debris at the Big Creek lake site was carried in; the
nearest knapping material acquisition source is about 30 km distant. This
section describes chippable stone materials and sources known to the author
for western Montana which are or might be associated with the Big Creek
Lake site. In some cases specific source sites can be pinpointed; in other
cases general, source areas are defined. The material identifications are,
based on macrOscopic, visual inspection.
The materials discussed are: quartz,cry~tal, tan-green siltstone, green
obsidian or vitrophyre, basalt,Devil 's Eyebrow chert, Avon chert, obsidian
and ignimbrite, Kootenay argillite, and Idaho cherts. The locations of
most of the sources are given with reference to the Big Creek Lake site.
An area containing numerous reported and unreported chert and quartzite
outcrops is outl ined and referred to as lithesouthwestern Montana chert
area;" Figure 15 depicts the locations of many of these sources by sitename and/or lithic type. .
At the head of Cache Creek in the northern portion of the Bitterroot range
approximately 45 km northwest of Big Creek Lake is a quartz crystal out-
crop exploited for tool making material by prehistoric populations. D.
Fredlund (1977) reports that crystal s were extracted both from bedrock and
from the talus slopes below the outcrop (as "free" crystals). Several pre-
historic sites in the vicinity of the outcrop are densely covered with
quartz crystal debitage. Although quartz crystal is not uncommon on sites
in the area, finished tools are rarely found ef the material because it is
.difficult to \'/ork;conchoidal fracture is more difficult to control in quartz
crystal than in cryptocrystallines. This is due to the parallel molecular
.arrangement in crystals as opposed to the random or interlocking molecular
arrangement of cryptocrystallines (L. Leihen, Minerologist, Mineral Museum,personal communication).
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Another western Montana material is tan-green Ninemi1e siltstone. It is
available in a source area 60-130 km north of Big Creek lake. The southern
1imit of djstribution for this siltstone is presently fixed along the Nine-
mile valley, northwest of Missoula (Charles ~1. ~1cLeod: personal communica-
tion). The presently known northern limit of df s tr ibut ton of Ninemile silt-
stone is at Hot Spr inqs, MT. just west of Flathead Lake (Will iam LaCombe:
personal conmunication).
Green obsidian (D. Fredlund 1977) or vitrophyre (Knudson and Sappington
197Th:3~ outcrops rin at 1east two locations about 40 km northwest of Big
Creek lake and near the Bitterroot divide. Although archeologists working
in the area are aware of this material, its macroscopic characteristics
render it difficult to classify. D., Fredlund (1977) classifies the material
as obs id ianbased on element .identification by r1ariposa Laboratories in
California. Knudson and Sappington ( 1977b:33) describe the material as
follows:
\ The material classified as vitrophyre in this report is
not well understood, and even that term is used only with
hesitation after. considerable discussion with several
geologists. The mater+al .grades from a nearly translus-
cent, dark greenish grey stone ·that has been called "ob-
sidian" to an opaquev olive grey rock with phenocrysts
that has been referred to as "opal He". A fragment of
each of these would clearly be differentiable from the
other -- except on some pieces~ particularly cores with
remnant cortex and starch-fr-acture form, where one var-
iety grades or else changes abruptly into the other variety
within that piece. .
In western ~bntana basalt is found in cobble form in glacial gravels through-,
out the Clark Fork valley (as near as 60 km to the north) and near Avon
(130 kIn to the east). Gazunis (1976:9) describes.a quarr.v/workshop site
near Drummond(100 km to the east) where basalt' cobbles were broken on a.terrace
above the Clark Fork river. The lower Clearwater river is the Idaho basalt
source nearest Big Creek Lake {BO km to the west). It occurs occas iona l Iv
in qrcheological sites on the Lochsa; becoming increasingly common in sites
and outcrops in western Idaho and throughout the Columbia Plateau. Basal t
from different source areas could not be differentiated by this project.
Cherts and quartzites in a variety of colors and qualities occur throughout
western Montana. The lisouthwestern Montana chert area" referred to in this
report is bounded roughly by a 1;·ne drawn from Bozeman to Helena to Drumnond
. to Clark Canyon reservoir and back to Bozeman (Figure 15). Chert sources
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are also found north and east but these are not part of the Big Creek Lake
assembl age. r"'ajorquarry sites within the southwestern Montana chert area
include the Schmitt sit~ (Davis 1978). numerous outcrops (the "Helena
quarries") near the MacHaffie site (Forbis and Sperry 1952), the Devil IS
Eyebrow site (Tro and Tro 1968). outcrops of Avon cher t.] Hester' et ale
1977), two sites near Drunmond (Gazunis 1976), the Everson quarry near
Dillon (B.J. Earle, BU~ archeologist. Dillon: personal communtcat ton) , and
several sites just west of Butte.
The closest chert sources to Big Creek Lake are the red and yellow hued
cherts which predominate in the upper Rock Creek and flint Creek valleys
(90 km east-southeast), Chert type identif1cations were made only for
the Devil IS Eyebrow and Avon cherts since these are relatively distinctive.
The Devi l's ~yebro~'Iqua rry site is located in the F1 int Creek va11ey nea r
Hall, approximately 80 km east of Big Creek lake. The materials from this
site generally consist of yellow and tan cherts. often with black dendri-
t ic inclusions. Tro and Tro (1968:20-21) stater
...the ground is almost entirely covered with pieces
of yellow and br'own jasper which are'indigenousto
the area •••• There is also evidence that this area
is the source of yellow jasper so prevalent in other
are~s of western .Montana from which a large portion
of artifacts are made.
Hillsides adjacent to the Eyebrow (named for an arc of trees on a hill)
were the site of aboriginal surface min'jng for this distinctive dendritic
chert. The intensive prehistoric quarrying efforts conducted at this
location are evidenced by pothole-shaped depressions filled with refuse
from quarrying and knapping activities. These pits measure as great as
4 m i~ diameter and 1 m in depth.
The source area for Avon chert is in the mountains between Helmville and ,
Avon. about 130 km to the east. Avon chert is described as an:
.•.opaque grey-white to tannish-white fossiliferous
chert with poor conchoidal fracture and coarse tex-
ture (Hester et ale 1977:240-241). "
The nearest obsidian and ignimbrite sources appear to be in the Centennial
vall ey about 250 km to the southeast.
Kootenay argillite is a soft. coarse grained argillite from a source near
Libby, 240 km north-northwest. Reeves noted this material to be common on
Pellean Lake phase sites in the northern area of Blue Slate Canyon occur-
rence, but it was not identified in the analysis of Big Creek lake site
materials.
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